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INSTRUCTIONS

ASSEMBLY PART NO. BA-8010

APPROVED ON AIRCRAFT MODELS:  SEE FAA APPROVED APPLICABILITY LIST.

FAA APPROVAL DATA: STC-SA71GL LIST NO. 1
FAA-PMA SUPPLEMENT NO. 1

Your new polyurethane air filter element has been designed to provide maximum dust
collecting efficiency, non-restrictive air flow, and economical element replacement, while
maintaining a lightweight filter. The element has been treated with a distinctive
treatment called a wetted agent and is approximately 98% efficient. The wetted agent is
an accompaniment in the efficient capturing of dust. In addition, the element has
received a fire retardant treatment. For the above reasons, replace the element each
100 hours of use, 12 months or when 50% covered with foreign material. DO NOT
WASH AND REUSE.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1. Remove existing filter assembly PN 0750114 and discard.

Step 2. Drill out the fasteners that held the original air filter in place.

Step 3. Bolt the frame onto the carburetor air box with 2 ea. MS35206-246 screws. Place PN
BA-8007 washer plate over the place where the airlock fastener was removed and
install 2 ea. AN365-832 nuts. Tighten until the neoprene gasket is approximately ½
compressed.

Step 4. Remove element BA-8005 from plastic bag.  Install element into frame.

Step 5. Fasten grill PN BA-8001 onto frame with the 4 AN526-832-R6 screws.

Step 6. To replace future elements remove the grill with the 4 screws only.

Step 7. NOTE: After initial installation of filter assembly, fill out FAA form 337 for return to
service. On future replacement of parts this form will not be required.

Servicing: Under normal conditions, replace filter element, PN BA-8005, after 100 hours use
or 1 year intervals. Under severely dusty conditions, check daily and replace
when element is 50% covered with foreign material. For Continued Airworthiness
Instructions, see Form I-194.










